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About the charity
Care After Prison
Over 60% of ex-prisoners reoffend within 3 years of their release. This
poses a real challenge for those providing services to people leaving
prison. In 2011, Care After Prison (CAP) was founded to help break this
cycle.
CAP takes a completely new approach: peer-led and non-judgmental.
It meets ex-prisoners in the middle by providing credible support
built through experience and education. It is this unique perspective
that distinguishes CAP from other services and makes it the effective
intervention that it is.
The benefits of CAP’s success in rehabilitating ex-prisoners are three-fold:
ex-prisoners have benefited by reintegrating into society, crime by exprisoners has been reduced and, as a result, tax payers have saved money.
In 2014, CAP staged 439 interventions in the community alone. Of
those, the majority were related to prison-in reach visits, peer advice and
homeless or accommodation issues. In addition, through the Community
Support Scheme (CSS), CAP worked with 211 offenders on structured
Release and referred 134 to additional services. The top referrals were for
addiction services, education and training and employment. As CAP service
users’ average recidivism rate is significantly lower than the national
average, CAP delivers a considerable saving to the Exchequer.
Read on to learn more about how CAP is making a difference.
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A message from the Director of
Services – Stephen Doyle
We here at Care After Prison hope that you find
this report on our first three years of existence
informative and challenging. We have achieved so
much since 2011 but we know that we still have
much to do. In our first year we supported 17
service users and this figure grew to just under
600 in 2014. Since our formation we have gained
invaluable experience assisting people affected by
imprisonment and used this knowledge to develop better ways of working. We are
confident that the next three years will be as rich as our first three. We thank you for
your ongoing support and are looking forward to continuing to meet the needs of our
service users.
At Care After Prison we passionately believe in a holistic approach. The service
user does not and cannot exist in isolation. Therefore, if we want to walk alongside
the service user to bring about change, then we have to examine and transform
all aspects of their life. This is done in a safe and confidential manner. Service
users, their families, their community and their victims form a strong foundation
for addressing and facilitating a new and better way of living. I hope that you enjoy
finding out more about the impact that Care After Prison has made on service users’
lives as well as the benefit to the Irish Exchequer and the ripple effects this can have
for communities throughout the length and breadth of Ireland.
Many thanks for your continued interest in and support of Care After Prison.

Stephen Doyle
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The purpose of this report is to celebrate the first three years of
Care After Prison’s unique and exciting journey. Care After Prison
focuses on building up people, so that they can desist from crime
and re-engage with their local and wider community. This, then, is
one of the fundamental reasons for the continued success of Care
After Prison.
1.1 How Care After Prison
benefits society and the
Exchequer
In 2014 in Irish prisons the average cost of
keeping one prisoner in custody for one year
not including education was €68,959 (2014
IPS report). In other words, every service
user who interacts with Care After Prison
and that breaks the cycle of re-offending and
stays out of prison, delivers a considerable
saving to the state coffers.
Keeping people out of prison may indeed
deliver savings to the tax payer, but the
benefits of turning people’s lives around goes
far beyond that. Getting individuals to turn
their backs on crime has spin off benefits
for all of society. Individuals, families,
communities and potential victims all reap
the rewards when service users desist
from crime. Care After Prison facilitates
this change by offering a unique holistic
approach to each service user. Service users
are actively encouraged to take personal
responsibility for their actions and ownership
of their behaviour, sometimes for the first
time. They achieve greater awareness of their
own path in life, where they have been, and
where they are going.

However, the statistics
for many Irish prisoners
remain stark

60%

of people serving
sentences for 6 months
or less are poor and are
often homeless.
Prisoners in Ireland are

25 times
more likely
to come from (and return to)
a seriously deprived area.

Over

70%

of prisoners are
unemployed on
committal and a
similar percentage
self-report as not
having any particular
trade or occupation.”
(Source:IPRT, 2014)
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Care After Prison’s
Vision, Mission and Values

The Vision, Mission and Values of Care After Prison are
there to predict and meet the needs of current and
ex-prisoners, their families, friends and the wider
community and are outlined below.

The facts and figures in the previous page
demonstrate many of the difficulties that
Irish prisoners encounter upon release from
prison, and are in relation to unmet material
needs such as – accommodation, employment
and adequate income. The Department of
Justice’s 2014 Strategic Review of Penal Policy
envisages a rehabilitative approach that aims
to help all of those who are touched by crime:

“Future development of criminal
justice and penal policy must be
coordinated and coherent with a joint
aim in reducing crime and facilitating
the rehabilitation of offenders thereby
achieving the best outcomes for
society, for victims of crime and for
offenders.”
(Dept. of Justice, 2014: 1)

2.1

Our Vision

Facilitating change by providing support to
those affected by imprisonment.

2.2

Our Mission

Care After Prison works with those affected
by prison and supports the families of
prisoners, including during the period prior
to imprisonment. Care After Prison works to
promote and facilitate change amongst those
who have experienced imprisonment. It does
so through the provision of support and, in
particular, a referral and linkage service. Care
After Prison follows a peer-led and communitybased approach.

2.3

Our Values

Care After Prison’s work is underpinned by
the following values:
1 We provide non-judgmental support for
those affected by imprisonment.
2 We take a holistic approach to the service
user’s needs and respect the dignity of
each individual.
3 We recognize and draw on the experience
of those affected by imprisonment.
4 We work in partnership with other
agencies dealing with imprisonment.
5 We will base our work on evidence and be
open to evaluation.
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3.1

The Organisation:
Evolution & Structure
Evolution

“Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world, indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.”
(Mead, quoted in Lutkehaus, 2008: 4)

Care After Prison is about such motivated
individuals. Stephen Doyle, Charlie Hoey and
Paul Mackay identified the fact that upon release
from prison, many ex-prisoners require access
to a lot of different services from a number of
agencies. Stephen has lived experience of the
Irish prison system while Charlie Hoey worked as
chaplain in Mountjoy Prison. Paul Mackay was on
the parole board for a number of years.
However, what Care After Prison has
demonstrated over the past three years is that if

3.2
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specific needs are identified and met, then
change is not only possible but highly likely.
In other words, Care After Prison’s methods
are born of experience, use common sense
and most importantly actively listen to the
service user, their family and friends, their
victims and the wider community to which
they return.
Care After Prison’s approach is to involve
all stakeholders, including victims of
crime in the process of recovery, so that
rehabilitation and recovery were accessible
to all of those affected by crime. Care After
Prison continues to use the experiences
of ex-offenders to help others to break the
cycle of offending, by leading by example,
and that change is possible for all people
given the right circumstances and supports.

Organogram

Board of Directors
x5

Director of services
p/t
Resources /
Development
Co-ordinator
p/t
Intern
Community
Employment
x2

Horticultural
Advisor
Community Support
Scheme Manager
f/t

CAP Voluntary
Project Manager
f/t

CSS
Key-workers
x 2 - p/t

Community Project
Volunteers
x3

Grower
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4.1

Service Users’ Experience
of Care After Prison
Background

Facts and figures can certainly give a very effective and informative
snapshot of an organisation. However firsthand accounts from the
co-founder and service users can show what Care After Prison has
achieved over the past three years. This is about real people, with
real issues, who need access to an organisation that can identify,
understand and meet their complex needs.

4.2

Common Themes

A number of themes emerged during the
interviews, which were common to all of
the interviewees:
• History of substance abuse (alcohol
and drugs)
• The importance of the service users’
relationship with their community
support worker
• Care After Prisons’ ability to listen was
noted by all interviewees as a corner
stone of the organisations success
• Care After Prison’s peer-led structure
was also cited as central to their
success, because it is so effective at
building trusting and so transformative
relationships
• The realistic, holistic and peoplecentred ethos of Care After Prison and
its non-judgemental attitude

4.3

Lived Experiences

4.3.1

Lisa

Lisa, 27, has been attending meetings with
Care After Prison for nearly eight months. Lisa
was very positive about her time with Care
After Prison so far. She said that it has been
a “great experience” and that it has “helped
her a lot”. According to Lisa, the secret of Care
After Prison’s success
is that it “helps you
It has been
and keeps you out of
a “great
trouble”.

experience”
and that it
has “helped
her a lot”

She liked the fact that
if you are in need then
“you can just phone
up and talk. Lisa
also highlighted the
importance of Care
After Prison’s listening skills. She said that her
community support worker Alva listens to her
and that she can rely on her too.
The peer-led structure was also very important
for Lisa, as it meant that the people within the
organisation had also been in her position and
therefore had a much better idea about what
she really needed, to make sure she didn’t reoffend and return to prison.

4.3.2

Alan

Alan had a problem with alcohol for many years,
and it affected all areas of his life. However,
like Patrick’s (4.3.4), Alan’s story is also one
of hard work, hope and change. Alan was
in Mountjoy on a seven month sentence. In
prison he was visited by Tom his community
support worker. Alan was in a very bad way
physically, emotionally and psychologically, due
to his addiction to alcohol. At first he was even
reluctant to leave prison, as he was so scared
of what he might do when he had open access
to alcohol. However, Alan was also extremely
fortunate. In Mountjoy he was experiencing
terrible withdrawals from alcohol and asked
his cellmate to let him try some heroin. His
cellmate refused, as he didn’t want to have
started Alan on the road to heroin addiction on
his conscience. In a matter of days Alan was in
Cuan Mhuire in Athy, Kildare.
Since then Alan’s life has changed very much for
the better. He explained that Care After Prison
were central to his transformation. Alan said
that “Care After Prison didn’t forget about me”
and that “they were always there for me”. This
level of commitment and trust is at the heart of
Care After Prison’s ethos. Alan said that he did
make some mistakes along the way, but that
Tom didn’t judge him for this, and that after
having these lapses and telling Tom, he kept his
motivation to change because he was able to
stay in a good mood after his slips.
Alan’s family life is also much better today. He
is back living with his father and is also seeing
his daughter, which he finds great. With his life
now stabilised, Alan has started college and
is currently studying catering. Alan spoke in
glowing terms about Care After Prison. To Alan,
the organisation was “friendly, non-judgemental,
making mistakes is ok, reassuring and brilliant
service”. Alan also said that if Care After Prison
had been around when he was eighteen, that
his life would have been very different. Alan
finished with some powerful words for Tom, his
community support worker and said that he was
“Indebted to Tom, because he saved me.”
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4.3.3

Glen

Glen is twenty-five and he found out
about Care After Prison when he was in
Wheatfield Prison. Glen has struggled
with alcohol since he was a teenager.
Glen thinks that Aisling, his community
support worker is great, he trusts her
and she listens to him. He completed an
Alcohol Awareness course in Wheatfield
and since his release his life has
changed “big time”.

Care After Prison “keeps
you enrolled, you have to
keep the appointments
and they (Care After
Prison) are fair”.
Glen liked the structure, direction and
motivation that Care After Prison have
given him. He explained how Care After
Prison “keeps you enrolled, you have to
keep the appointments and they (Care
After Prison) are fair”.
The peer-led structure is also very
important for Glen “fair play to Stephen,
there’s no help on the inside”. Glen was
homeless at the time of the interview.
This highlights the importance of
accommodation for ex-prisoners, and
also how the lack of access to adequate
housing makes the transition back into
the community so much more complex.
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4.3.4

Patrick

Patrick, 33, was a heroin addict and is currently
on Methadone. Patrick hopes to eventually go
completely drug free. He has been with Care
After Prison for three months. Patrick described
how his community support worker (Billy)
helped him to identify three areas that were
vital for a safe and secure transition from prison
back into the community, and they were:
1.Treatment for his drug addiction;
2.Knowing his welfare rights and entitlements,
and
3.Access to accommodation
Billy helped Patrick to get into Cuan Mhuire,
the drug treatment centre, to deal with his
addiction issues. He then researched and told
Patrick his welfare rights and gave him details
on his accommodation options. Patrick said
that Billy’s ability to listen during the entire
process was central to its success. Patrick
also said he knew that he could approach Care
After Prison at any time and that “they won’t
close the door on you”. Patrick believes that
Care After Prison’s peer-led structure gives it
credibility and a level of understanding that is
not available from other service providers.
There were many aspects of the service that
helped Patrick when he was released from
prison. He highlighted the staff, their ability to
find accurate and useful information, access to
the YMCA gym helped in pursuing a healthier
lifestyle, and going on outings to interesting
places that expanded his horizons and gave
him new experiences. Patrick’s life has changed
dramatically since he first met up with Care
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After Prison. He now meets up with Billy
every week and this brings a sense of order,
stability and dependability to his new life.
Patrick mentioned that old ‘friends’ had
recently asked him if he wanted “. . . to go out
robbing again”, to which Patrick responded:
“No, I don’t want to do that anymore”
Listening to the issues and needs of the
service users and giving them access to
the supports and services they require,
may lead to people breaking free of their
previous patterns of crime. O’Donnell et al.’s
illuminating study on recidivism in Ireland
noted why –

“Identifying the factors associated
with successful reintegration not only
has benefits for individual offenders,
but also has a positive impact on
their families and communities.”
(2008: 125)

By listening, Billy was able to help Patrick to
break his cycle of offending and go on to lead
a crime free life. This has benefits for Patrick
as an individual, for his family and for his
community. Investing in people when they
come out of prison and easing their transition
back into their communities makes sense,
and as Care After Prison have demonstrated
over the past three years, given the right
supports and access to services people can
and do change.

5 Impact and Change
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5.1. Concerning service users who link in with us on a voluntary basis (2014)
Community Based Client

Clients

Female

Male

Total number of clients

146

32

114

New clients 2014

140

32

108

Prison in-reach clients

65

17

48

Total number of
interventions in centre

439

Break down on types of interventions

Clients

Female

Male

Homeless Agencies/ Accommodation

41

3

38

Addiction Services

13

1

12

Social Welfare

22

3

19

Education /Training

15

0

15

Information / Advice

69

14

55

Prison In-reach visits

62

17

45

Probation

6

2

4

Family Support

24

17

7

One off Intervention

26

5

21

Mental Health

0

0

0

Gym

9

0

9

Peer Support

41

0

41

Moved on to education

6

0

6

Moved on to work

3

0

3
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5.2. Concerning service users linking in with us as part of the Irish Prison
Service’s Community Support Scheme (CSS) (2014):
5.21 Mountjoy and Dóchas

Total
Referrals
323

Men
263

Assessments

265

Women
87

UAL
UAL

12 Women
38 Men

4 Women
5 Men

Return to custody

140
Total
Non applicable

Reasons for returning to custody include: Committing further offences, lack of accommodation, concerns for health, or,
breaching TR conditions (including going UAL and safety concerns.)
Non applicable reasons include: No accommodation, actively involved in drug use, or no interest in engaging.
TR= Temporary Release - Temporary release means that you are released from prison for a specified period of time
providing you adhere to the conditions attached to your release.
UAL= Unlawfully At Large
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5.22 Dublin West

1111

Referrals

Assessments

Total N/A

Returns

UAL
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

Referrals – the Irish Prison Service refers clients to CAP who are eligible and they believe are
qualified for CAP’s programme.
Assessments – Of the clients referred to CAP by the Irish Prison Service, CAP will assess those
they believe will benefit from their programme. An assessment identifies and records a client’s
needs.
Non-applicable refers to those who were not compatible with the CAP programme.
Returns are those who were returned back into custody/prison.
Unlawfully At Large (UAL) - individuals in the programme who haven’t signed in with the prison as
they are supposed to while on temporary release.

From the 21st of May 2014

21st May 2014

to the 15th of December
2014, there were 29 CSS
West Dublin Meetings held.

15th December 2014

29 CSS West Dublin
Meetings held
5| IMPACT AND CHANGE
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5.3 Referrals to Service Providers
Of the 134 successful completions in 2014 which compiled as male (108)
and female (26), 130 referrals were made in support of improving the
individual’s prospect of sustaining life outside of prison free from criminal
behaviour. These referrals can be broken down as follows:

43
28
17
13
11
10
4
1
1
1
1

Have been linked in with addiction services (drugs & alcohol)
Full and part time education and training
Have gone on to employment , full-time and part-time
Participated in Cap’s personal and professional development
course
Have been referred to housing/homeless services
To counselling and mental health services
To travellers’ services
Family support
Gym
Gambling services
Services for foreign nationals
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5.4. Other statistics
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Total number of meetings in
Carm. Comm. Cent.

973

interventions
in Centre

(November 2013-November 2014)

Total number of
phone calls to
and from CAP
To CAP:

785 calls
Total number of
prison visits from CAP

468

CSS
assessments
in prison

64

Non CSS visits

TOTAL

530

358

CAP
connected
to addiction
centers

(January-September 2014)

From CAP:

2739 calls
(January-September 2014)

136
CAP connected to
Homeless shelters

visits to
prison

(January-September 2014)

(May ‘13-Nov ‘14)

218

CAP connected to
educational services:

15 staff

1,228
Fans and followers
on social networks

(January-September 2014)
(18 May 2015)

at Care after Prison
8 employees [4FT /4PT]
2 CE Participants [PT]
5 volunteers [PT]
1 intern [FT]
1 work placement [PT]
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6.1

Operational
What we do

Outline of typical support offered to a service user
Pre-prison

Pre-Release

Post-Release

Provide
information to
people awaiting
sentencing

Access a
prisoner’s
current and
future needs

Information,
support and
referral (face to
face, by phone or
online)

Provide
information to
future prisoners’
families and
friends

Set up and agree
on care plan

Link service
users in relevant
agencies

Prisoner starts
working towards
achieving agreed
post-release aims
and objectives

CAP support
worker liaises with
relevant agencies,
family and friends
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New life filled
with hope and
potential

6.2

How we do it

Care After Prison provides a holistic and non-judgemental service of support, information and
referrals to those affected by imprisonment. Support includes the following areas:

Accommodation

Education and Training

Finance

Relationships

Employment

Family and children

Addiction

Motivation/responsibility

Physical/mental health

Partnerships with other
agencies

Social justice
workshops, secondary
schools
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6.3

The CAP Model

What makes Care After Prison’s expertise so special is that it is peer-led, that is by ex-prisoners, for
ex-prisoners. This fact gives Care After Prison a knowledge and a level of respect that is impossible
to replicate.

Information
CAP provides information to people affected
by imprisonment: (ex-) prisoners, their
families and their victims

Referral
CAP refers clients to other agencies regarding
accommodation, finance/benefits, addiction, mental
wellbeing and other needs

Support
CAP supports clients in their journey to successfully
re-integrate in society

Awareness
CAP increases young people’s awareness of the effects
of crime by visiting schools
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6.4 Community Support
Scheme (CSS)
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In May 2013, Care After Prison was
awarded a contract from the Irish
Prison Service (IPS) to act as linkage
service for the newly established
Community Support Scheme (CSS)
initiative.
The aim of the Community Support
Scheme is to increase support for
prisoners prior to their release, upon
their release, and then for a period
after their release, in order to break
the cycle of reoffending.

Stephen Doyle (Director of Services – Care After
Prison) with Michael Donnellan (Director General of
the Irish Prison Service)

Care After Prison’s role in the
Community Support Scheme involves
support workers and prison based
staff engaging with these prisoners
shortly after committal, to identify
their risk factors, make appropriate
referrals and prepare a sentence
management plan in each case.
To date, 494 service users have
engaged with Care After Prison
under the Community Support
Scheme.
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7
7.1

Resources
Funding and Fundraising

The following funders have enabled Care After Prison to continue our work, and we are deeply
grateful for their support.

Lilly Fund
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8.1

Working in the Present &
Preparing for the Future
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Keeping the Focus on Service Users

Care After Prison’s focus is and will remain on the service users.
The stark statistics below are also about people, and they reflect the daily struggle that Care After
Prison are involved in.

Over 70%

The average cost of
imprisonment per
prisoner was

¤68,958

in 2014, not including
education expenditure.

of prisoners are
unemployed on
committal and a
similar percentage
self-report as not having any
particular trade or occupation.

Prisoners in Ireland are

60%

25 times
more likely

of people serving
sentences for 6 months
or less are poor and are
often homeless.

to come from (and return to)
a seriously deprived area.
(source, IPRT, 2014)

The facts and figures above demonstrate many
of the difficulties that Irish prisoners encounter
upon release from prison, and are in relation to
unmet material needs such as – accommodation,
employment and adequate income. Care After
Prison must continue to use their knowledge
and skills to keep ex-prisoners, ex-prisoners.
The Department of Justice’s Strategic Review of
Penal Policy envisages a rehabilitative approach
that aims to help all of those who are touched by
crime. Therefore, we will conclude this section
with an aspirational quote from that report which
was published in September 2014.

“Future development of criminal
justice and penal policy must be
coordinated and coherent with
a joint aim in reducing crime
and facilitating the rehabilitation
of offenders thereby achieving
the best outcomes for society,
for victims of crime and for
offenders.”
(Dept. of Justice, 2014: 106)
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8.2

The Future

The future for Care After Prison looks
bright, provided that adequate funding
is secured. Sustainability is the bottom
line. A long term objective is for the
organisation to have its own premises.
In the future Care After Prison would also
like to utilise sport and support a greater
emphasis on education and training.
With the accommodation crisis affecting so
much of what Care After Prison do, it was
noted that a clean hostel for service users
to go for 6-8 weeks after leaving prison,
would be of great benefit to Care After
Prison. A clean environment such as this
would greatly ease the difficult transition
from prison back into the community,
which is what Care After Prison is all
about.

8.3

Strategic Objectives

1 To develop, refine and implement effective
rehabilitative support at all stages in the
criminal justice sector
2 To ensure that the organisation is a wellgoverned, financially secure charity that
balances compassion with stability
3 To build the reputation of the organisation
as a key community based organisation in
the criminal justice sector
4 To develop strategic partnerships to develop
and deliver excellent support to our service
users
5 To support and promote the education,
training and upskilling of the organisation’s
staff
6 To facilitate service users to break the cycle
of criminal behaviour
7 To support service users to engage in
positive, healthy lifestyles and model
behaviour to be emulated by young people
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